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The Conway group which is the group of automorphisms of the 24 
dimensiona Leech lattice is generated by a class of elements of order 3 with 
the property that any two of them either commute or generate S’&(3), X.,(5) 
or the alternating groups A, , Aj which are isomorphic to Z,(3) and S&(5) 
modulo a center of order 2. Such a class of order 3 is also a special case of 
John Thompson’s Quadratic pairs for the prime 3. 
In this paper our attention is restricted to elements of order 3 in which any 
two either commute, generate A, or S&(3). It is possible to describe these 
groups completely. 
Specifically the following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group generated by a conjugacy class D of 
subgroups of order three, such that for any pair of noncommuting subgroups A 
and B in D, the group generated by A and B is isomorphic to SL,(3) or A, . 
Assume G contains no nontrivial solvable normal subgroup. Then G is isomorphic 
to Sp,( 3), U,( 3), or PG lJ,( 2) and D is a uniquely determined class of subgroups. 
1. NOTATION 
In general G is a finite group and D a G invariant collection of subgroups 
generating G. G acts on D by conjugation with this representation denoted 
by GD. If 01 C D is a set of imprimitivity for this action, then we define 
D,=@E~~~:[TP] = l,a#P}, 
a+ = {a> u D, , 
A, = aG - a+, 
v, = {/3 E CP : a1 = p}, 
w, = {P E ciG : D, = Da), 
D,” =(B:BE/~EDJ. 
* This research was supported in part by ONR contract N00014-67-AOO94-0010. 
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For ~2 _C aG, 9(Q) is the graph with point set 9 and edges (a~, a”), where 
~8 E 0,“. B(Q) is the geometry with point set J2 and block set {/P n 52: /3 E Qj. 
For 01, p E 52 the line through cy: and p in g(Q) is 
LX * j3 is singular if /3 E D, and hyperbolic otherwise. 
A triangle is a triple (A, B, C) with A E D, C E DA , and B E A, n AC. 
The width of G is the maximal number of mutually commuting members of D. 
For a, b E G we write a - b if these elements satisfy the following relations: 
a3 = b3 = 1 aba = bab. 
O,(G) is the largest normal solvable subgroup of G. 
All groups are finite. 
2. LocAL CONJUGATION 
Let G be a finite group and D a collection of subgroups of G. D is said to be 
locally conjugate in G if DC = D, G = (D), and for A, BED, either 
[A, B] = 1 or A is conjugate to B in (A, B). 
A subgroup H of G is a D-subgroup of G if H = (H n D>. 
The proofs of the next four lemmas can be found essentially in Section 3 
of [l] and as such are omitted. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be locally conjugate in G. Then 
(1) if H is a D-subgroup of G, then H n D is locally conjugate in H, 
(2) ;f a: is a homomorphism of G then DCI is locally conjugate in Gar, 
(3) if D = D, + D, is a G invariant partition of D then [DI , DJ = 1, 
(4) $0 is an orbit of G, acting upon D by conjugation, then (A) is transitive 
on A. 
Represent G by conjugation on D. A set of imprimitivity A for GD is a subset 
ofDsuchthat@ -#A#Dandforg~G,eitherA=AgorAnA~= m. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let D be locally conjugate in G and let A be a set of imprimitivity 
for GD. Then 
(1) A” = A, 
(2) zyA~d,B~d”#A,and[A,B] = 1 then[A,AgJ = 1. 
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Let A be a set of imprimitivity for GD. Set 
DA = (A0 : [A, Aq = 1, As # A}, 
AL = D, u (A), 
izA == D - Al, 
D,* = {A E As E DA}. 
Define a graph g(AG) with point set AC and edges (AY, Ah) with A0 E Ddh . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let D be a locally conjugate conjugacy class of G. Assume 9(D) 
is connected. Let A E D. Then there exists a unique maximal set of imprimitivity 
01 of GD containing A, and (0,) acts transitively on D,* by conjugation. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let D be a locally conjugate conjugacy class of G. Assume 9(D) 
is connected. Let A E D and let a be the maximal set of imprimitivity containing A. 
Let H be a proper D-subgroup of G containing D, and A. Then H n D C 01 v  D,“. 
A triangle is a triple (A, B, C) with A E D, C E D, and B E L4, n AC. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let D be a locally conjugate conjugacy class of G. Assume 9(D) 
is connected, let A E G, and let iy. be the maximal set of imprimitivity containing A. 
Assume 
(w) if (A, B, C) is a triangle and X = ,,A, B, C), then BI n X C B(Alnx) 
and BC C (B’- n X)“. 
Then (Al) is transitive on A, - 01 and G is rank 3 on 01~. 
Proof. Let H = (A’) and r = A, - 01. Let A be an orbit of H on I’ 
andletBEA.IfCErnDsthen(B,A,C)’ is a triangle so (w) implies C E A. 
Let R(A, B) be the component of 9(r) containing B. Then R = R(A, B) CA. 
Set 
S = (j R(A, B”). 
EA 
Clearly SA = S and SC = S for C E DA A D, Let C E DA n A*. Then 
(A, B, C) is a triangle so by (*), BC C (B1)A so SC = S. Therefore S = A. 
Choose A of maximal order and assume C E r - A. Then by the above 
R C R(C, B). Suppose A = R. Then maximality of / A / implies R is an 
orbit of (Cl). So (A’, CL) < N,(R) # G, and 2.4 implies CL C 01 u 0,“. 
Thus if C E y, then y  E V, = {/l E aG :/I’ = a’-}. But maximality of 01 
implies V, = {oL}, contradicting the choice of C. So R # A. 
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If D, centralizes d then iy is a proper subset of W, = (L3 E aG : D, = D,,), 
contradicting the maximality of 01. So let E E y ED, with E E As. Then 
(A, B, E) is a triangle so (*) implies BA C (B1)E and thus 
d = 5’ c u R(A, B”) C u R(E, B”). 
etE PEE 
Thus maximality of / d / implies d is an orbit of (El). So by 2.4, y E V, , 
contradicting the maximality of cy. 
It follows that H is transitive on I’ and thus with 2.3, G is rank 3 on (ho. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let D be a locally conjugate conjugacy class of G with g(D) 
connected. Let LY be a maximal set of imprimitivity for GD, Q = cF, r _C Q, 
H a D-subgroup of G, and R = \H n r>. Assume 
(i) H takes the edge set of B(T) onto the edge set of 9(Q) 
(ii) if/3, /3” E I’, h E H, then there exists Y E R with ghr = /3. Let e be a 
second group, satisfying the hypothesis of G, for which there exists a permutation 
isomorphism T of HQ and g’ and an isomorphism S of s(r) and g(F) such that 
(iii) T restricted to R commutes with S and (N&3))T = N&3S) for 
g E l? Then S extends to an isomorphism of g(Q) and B(D). 
Proof. Let /li E r, hi E H with ,@ = ,6,“z. Set h = hIhi and /3 = /3i. 
Then by (ii) there exists Y E R with phT = /3, so by (iii) hrT E N&&S). 
Therefore (/X5’)h* = (/3S)r-‘T = (p’-‘)S = /?aS, as T restricted to R commutes 
with S. Thus (/31S)h~r = (,8aS)k2r, so with (i) we can extend S to Q by setting 
(ph)S = (pS)kT for ,t3 E 7, h E H. 
S is the desired isomorphism. For as T is a permutation isomorphism, 
S is a one-to-one correspondence. And if (/I, 7) is an edge in .9(C) then by (i), 
,P is adjacent to yh in B(r) for some h E H, so (/3S)hr = (,@)S is adjacent to 
(yh)S = (yS)kT 
3. SOME GROUPS GENERATED BY A CLASS OF GROUPS OF ORDER THREE 
SL,(3) is generated by elements a and b satisfying the relations 
a3 = b3 = 1, aba = bab. 
SL,(3) is of order 24 and has a center Z of order 2 consisting of the identity 
and the involution (~-lb)~. SL,(3)/Z is the alternating group A,, and can be 
defined by relations 
a3 = b3 = 1, (a-lb)? -_ 1. 
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In both X,,(3) and A, the elements a, b, a-%, b-lab are a conjugate class and 
any two of them generate the group satisfying the same relations as a and b. 
We shall introduce the notation a - b to mean that the elements a and b 
satisfy the relations u3 = b3 = 1, ubu = bub. Thus if a and 6 do not commute, 
then (a, b) is S&(3) or A, and a and b are conjugate in (a, b). We note that 
if a - b, then we do not have u-l - b, but we do have u-l - b-l. Thus 
having chosen a generator in one of the groups A = (a) of the class D of 
subgroups of G, and if B = (b) is a further group of D not commuting 
with -4, then the relation a - b distinguishes b as a generator of B from its 
inverse. 
Suppose that a - b and let c be a generator of a further group in the class D. 
The possibilities for the group G = (a, b, c> are the following or homomorphic 
images of them: 
3.1. ca = UC, cb = bc. Here (a, b, c) = <a, b) x (c}. 
3.2. ca = ac, c N b. Here 1 G 1 = 648 
and putting h = u-k, G has a normal subgroup H = (h, b-Vzb) of exponent 
3 and order 27 and G/Hz (a, b). G has 12 subgroups in D. G is faithfully 
represented on cosets of (a, b) and we have 
a = (1)(2)(3)(4, 9, 10)(5, 14, 13)(6, 7, 15)(8, 11, 19)(12, 17, 16)(18)(20)(21) 
(22)(23)@4 2% 27)(26), 
b == (1)(2, 6, 5)(3, 4, 8)(7)(9)(10, 20, 11)(12)(13)(14, 15, 18)(16, 24, 23) 
(17, 22, 25)( 19)(21)(26)(27) 
c = (1, 3, 2)(4)(5)(6, 8, 12)(7, 11, 17)(9)(10)(13)(14)(15, 19, 16)(18, 23, 26) 
(20, 21, 22)(24)(25)(27) 
3.3. c N a, c N b, c w a-‘bu, c N b-lab. 
Here 1 G 1 = 768 = 28 . 3. G has 16 subgroups in D. On the 32 cosets of 
(a, b) the representation of G is 
a = (1)(2, 12, 11)(3, 4, 6)(5, 22, 24)(7, 8, 9)(10, 20, 23)(13, 18, 19)(14, 15, 29) 
(16, 21, 17)(25)(26)(27)(28)(30)(31)(32), 
b = (1)(2, 14, 13)(3, 5, 9)(4, 20, 24)(6, 7, 10)(8, 22, 13)(11, 18, 21)(12, 17, 29) 
(15, 16, 19)(25)(26)(27)(28)(30)(31)(32) 
c = (1, 3,2)(4)(5)(6, 25, 12)(7,29,30)(8)(9,28, 14)(10)(11)(13)(15)(16, 32,24) 
(17)(18, 31, 28)(19, 29, 26)(21, 22, 27). 
481/24/3-I3 
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This representation of G is not faithful but has (~~6)s in its kernel. There 
is a faithful representation of G on the 256 cosets of (a>. Taking the 16 
conjugates of (a> as points and the four groups in an S&(3) as a block, there 
are 20 blocks which are isomorphic to the lines of the affine plane over GF(4). 
Any three D groups of G not in an S&(3) generate G with the same relations 
as a, 6, c. The center 2 of G is elementary abelian of order 16 and is generated 
by (~-VJ)~, (u-~c)~, (b-l~)~ and (a~-16-1ac)2. 2 is the kernel of the representation 
of G on the 16 groups of D by conjugations. In this representation, we have 
a = (1)(2, 3, 4)(5, 6, 7)(8, 10, 11)(9, 12, 13)(14, 15, 16), 
b = (2)(1, 4, 3)(5, 8, 9)(6, 14, 11)(7, 12, 16)(10, 15, 13) 
c = (5)(1, 7, 6)(2, 9, 8)(3, 14, 13)(4, 10, 16)(11, 12, 15). 
Here G* = G/Z has a normal subgroup of index 3 which is elementary 
abelian of order 16 and generated by a-lb and its conjugates. 
3.4. c - a, c - b, c N a-lba, cm1 - b-lab. 
These relations make G collapse so that G = I. 
3.5. c - a, c - b, c-l - ap’ba, cm-’ - b-lab. 
Here / G 1 = 6048 and G is isomorphic to the simple group U,(3). G con- 
tains 28 D groups and representing G by conjugation on these groups we have 
a = (1)(2, 3,4)(5, 28, 18)(6, 23, 14)(7, 22, 15)(8, 25, 19)(9, 27, 16)(10, 24, 17) 
(11, 21, 20)(12, 26, 13) 
b = (4)(1, 3,2)(5, 26, 20)(6,21, 16)(7,24, 13)(8, 27, 17)(9, 28, 15)(10, 23, 18) 
(11, 22, 19)(12, 25, 14), 
c = (5)(1, 18, 28)(2, 24, 14)(3, 22, 16)(4, 20, 26)(6, 7, 8)(9, 21, 25)( 10, 19, 13) 
(11, 17, 15)(12, 23, 27). 
No two D groups in G commute and any three of them not in an S&(3) 
generate G. We note that the relation x -y is not transitive in U,(3) since 
c N a and a - a-lba, but c-l N a-lba. 
LEMMA 3.6. If  G is a D group containing H = U,(3) as a proper D 
subgroup then a further D group ( y) commutes with at least one of the 28 
D subgroups of H. 
Proof. Representing H by conjugation on its 28 D groups, generators for 
the 28 subgroups are given in the following table: 
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TABLE I 
u3( 3) of order 6048 
(a) (1)(2 3 4)(5 28 18)(6 23 14)(7 22 15)(8 25 ly)(9 27 16)(10 24 17)(11 21 20)(12 26 13) 
(2)(1 4 3)(5 24 14)(6 26 19)(7 27 18)(8 21 15)(9 23 20)(10 25 16)(11 28 l3)(l2 22 17) 
(3)(1 2 4)(5 22 16)(6 28 17)(7 25 20)(8 23 13)(9 24 19)(10 26 15)(11 27 14)(12 21 18) 
b (4)(1 3 2)(5 26 20)(6 21 16)(7 24 13)(8 27 17)(9 28 15)(10 23 18)(11 22 19)(12 25 14) 
c (5)(1 18 28)(2 24 14)(3 22 16)(4 20 26)(6 7 8)(9 21 25)(10 19 13)(11 17 15)(12 23 27) 
(6)(1 14 34)(2 26 19)(3 28 17)(4 16 21)(5 7 8)(9 13 18)(10 27 22)(11 25 24)(12 15 20) 
(7)(1 15 22)(2 27 18)(3 25 20)(4 13 24)(5 8 6)(9 14 17)(10 28 21)(11 26 23)(12 16 19) 
(8)(1 19 25)(2 21 15)(3 23 13)(4 17 27)(5 7 6)(9 22 26)(10 20 14)(11 18 16)(12 24 28) 
(9)(1 16 27)(2 23 20)(3 24 19)(4 15 28)(5 21 25)(6 13 18)(7 14 17)(8 22 26)(10 '12 11) 
(lO)(l 17 24)(2 25 16)(3 26 15)(4 18 23)(5 19 13)(6 27 22)(7 28 21)(8 20 14)(9 12 11) 
(ll)(l 20 21)(2 28 13)(3 27 14)(4 19 22)(5 17 15)(6 25 24)(7 26 23)(8 18 16)(g lo 12) 
(12)(1 13 26)(2 22 17)(3 21 18)(4 14 25)(5 23 27)(6 15 20)(7 16 19)(8 24 28)(y 10 11) 
(13)(1 26 12)(2 1.1 28)(3 23 8)(4 7 24)(5 19 10)(6 9 18)(14 22 21)(15 27 25)(16 17 20) 
(14)(1 23 6)(2 5 24)(3 27 11)(4 12 25)(7 17 9)(8 10 20)(13 22 21)(15 19 18)(16 26 28) 
(15)(1 22 7)(2 8 21)(3 26 10)(4 9 28)(5 11 17)(6 20 12)(13 27 25)(14 18 19)(16 23 24) 
(16)(1 27 9)(2 10 25)(3 22 5)(4 6 21)(7 12 ly)(8 18 11)(13 20 17)(14 26 28)(15 23 24) 
(17)(1 24 10)(2 12 22)(3 28 6)(4 8 27)(5 11 15)(7 14 9)(13 20 16)(18 25 26)(19 21 23) 
(V3)(1 28 5)(2 7 27)(3 21 12)(4 70 23)(6 9 13)(8 16 11)(14 15 ly)(l7 25 26)(20 24 22) 
(19)(1 25 8)(2 6 26)(3 24 9)(4 11 22)(5 13 10)(7 12 16)(14 18 15)(17 21 23)(20 28 27) 
(20)(1 21 11)(2 9 23)(3 25 -f)(b 5 26)(6 15 12)(8 10 14)(13 15 17)(18 24 22)(19 28 27) 
(21)(1 11 20)(2 8 15)(3 18 12)(4 16 6)(5 9 25)(7 28 10)(13 14 22)(17 23 19)(24 26 27) 
(22)(1 7 15)(2 12 17)(3 16 S)(4 19 11)(6 10 27)(8 26 9)(13 14 21)(18 20 24)(23 28 25) 
(23)(1 6 14)(2 9 20)(3 13 8)(4 18 10)(5 27 12)(7 11 26)(15 24 16)(17 21 19)(22 25 28) 
(24)(1 10 17)(2 5 14)(3 19 9)(4 13 7)(6 25 11)(8 12 28)(15 23 16)(18 20 22)(21 27 26) 
(25)(1 8 19)(2 10 16X3 20 7)(4 14 12)(5 9 21)(6 24 11)(13 27 15)(17 18 26)(22 23 28) 
(26)(1 '2 13)(2 6 19)(3 15 10)(4 20 5)(7 11 23)(6 22 9)(14 16 28)(1-f 18 25)(21 27 24) 
(27)(1 9 16)(2 7 18)(3 14 ?I)(4 '7 8)(5 23 12)(6 10 22)(13 25 15)(19 28 20)(21 24 26) 
W(1 5 18)(2 1' l3)(3 17 6)(4 15 9)(7 21 10)(8 12 24)(14 16 26)(19 27 20)(22 25 23) 
Here xi is the element fixing i for i = I, . . . . 28 and xi = a, x4 = b, x5 = c 
as in 3.5. There are 63 S?,,(3) subgroups in H, and we give a table here of the 
four conjugates in each 5X,(3). The 27 elements xi , i = 2,..., 28 have been 
chosen so that xi - x1 = a. In the following table a number corresponds to 
a generator and a bar over the number to the inverse of that generator. Thus 2, 
$24, i$ means that x2 , x;‘, xz4 , x;: are a conjugate class in the X.,(3) which 
any two of them generate. 
We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption that ( y) commutes 
withnooneof(+,i= l,..., 28.Wehaveywxiory-l-xifori=l ,..., 28. 
If  ur , ua , us, u., are a conjugate class in an S!,,(3), and so one of the blocks 
in the table above we must avoid a choice such as y  - ur , y  - up , y  - ua , 
Y - Ul -r which falls under 3.4 since this forces these elements to be equal to 
the identity. Avoiding 3.4 means that with respect to any block ur , ua , u3 , 
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1234 
1 5 28 18 
I 6 23 14 
1722 15 
I 8 25 19 
192716 
1 10 24 17 
1 11 21 20 
i 12 26 13 
27245 
2z26G 
2127 5 
2821 15 
2923 i% 
21025% 
2ii28ij 
21222ii 
TABLE II 
352216 
-- 
3 6 28 17 
3iG20 
3x2313 
3~Lzr9 
-- 
3 10 26 15 
-- 
2 11 27 14 
3122118 
452620 sz?8 651318 
46213 5721% 6Tii2722 
47213 5101913 -- 6112524 -- 
-- 
4827 17 5 ii 17 i$ 
-- 
6 12 15 20 
49SG 51???27 
-- 
4 IO 23 18 
-- 
4 11 22 19 
412?j?i 
-- -- 
7 9 14 17 8 9 22 26 gz1211 13142221 14 15 193 15 r6% 24 
7EZ21 8iTjnoii; 
-- 
13 15 27 25 14z26zii 
7ii26m 8iiT816 13 16 eiii? 
7121619 81224% 
17T82526 
-- 
18 20 24 22 19 20 -- 28 27 21 24 -- 26 27 22 23 28 25 
17 19 21 23 
uq , y - Uj for 0, 2, or 4 of the U’S. In a combinatorial sense this means that 
if we know the relation of y to three of ul , u2 , us , u4 the relation of y to the 
fourth is determined. This reduces the 22s possible cases y - xifi, ci = &I, 
i = l,..., 28 to a reasonable number, using all 63 blocks. Also if y - xii, 
i = l,..., 28 then for any element w E H withy’ = w-lyw then y’ - W-~X~ZW, 
i = I,..., 28 giving y’ - xp, Q = *I, j = I,..., 28. Thus since (H, y) == 
(H, y’) we may consider the groups determined by a sign choice pi ,..., cZB 
and Q ,..., v2s as equivalent. With this convention on equivalence, and 
avoiding 3.4, there are only two cases to be considered. 
Case 1. ci = 1, i = I,..., 28. 
Case 2. Writing + for ci = $1, - for ci = - 1 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 
Ei == +, -, -, +,+,-,--,+,$,+,+,+,--,-,+,+,t,~,-, 
-, -> -9 +,+,-,--,+,t. 
We note that if ul , u2 , ua , uq are one of the 63 blocks and if y - u1 , 
Y"",>Y -u3>y - u4 , or if y - UT’, y - u;l, y - @, y - uil, then 
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by 3.3 y commutes with (u;‘u~)~. In Case I this means that y commutes with 
(xi’xi)” for i = 2,..., 28. But each of these is in C,(x,) and we find that 
((x;-‘x~)~) contains x1 = a. Hence in Case 1 we reach a conflict with the 
assumption that ( y) did not commute with any (xi>. 
In Case 2 we find that y commutes with (x;?x$, (x;‘x,)“, (x;~x~,,)~, (x2x,J2, 
(X2%J2> (x2x12)2, G%%)2Y c%%)2~ wll)2! w%)2~ w%)2, w%2)2, c%%)*~ 
CG+?~ (w1J2, (x7x1d2, Wd21 @IGGJ~~ (x14x16)21 (wd*, and Gw2d2~ 
The group generated by these includes the element xlxBxl = aca. But the 
relations y - a, y - c, y N a-%a, y - cclac and y aca = aca y which are 
of type 3.3 with the additional commuting relation collapse the group 
( y, a, c) to the identity. Hence in Case 2 the entire group collapses to the 
identity. Thus both cases lead to conflicts and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 3.7. I f  no two groups of the conjugacy class D commute, then 
either G = U,(3) or 1 G 1 = 2” . 3 and G has a normal series G 1 H 3 K 1 1 
where G/H is of order 3, and H/K and K are elementary abelian 2-groups, 
K being in the center of G. 
Proof. A group generated by two D-groups is either SL,(3) or A, and so 
of the solvable type above. A group generated by three D-groups, in which no 
two D-groups commute is either of type 3.3 or of type 3.5 and is isomorphic 
to U,(3). Lemma 3.6 shows that if U,(3) is a proper subgroup of G then 
every D group not in U,(3) commutes with at least one of the 28 D groups of 
Ua(3). Hence we need only consider group G in which any three D groups not 
in an SL,(3) are of type 3.3. As the relation x -y is transitive in type 3.3, 
it is transitive in G. As (x) ranges over the D groups not in (Ia, b), (a, b, x> 
is of type 3.3 and so (x, (a-1b)2) = 1. Hence (a-lb)2 E Z(G) for a, b conjugate 
elements where (a, b) is an SL,(3). Hence K = ((a-1b)2: a N b in G) is in 
the center Z(G). Hence in G * = G/K we have (a-1b)2 = 1 whenever a - b 
in G, so that (a, 6) = A,. For any three D-groups (a), (b), (c) we have 
(a, b, c) of type 3 . 3 and here (a, 6, c) is of order 3 . 16 and e-lb, a-4, b-k, 
a-lb-kc are involutions generating an elementary abelian 2-group of order 16 
and index 3 in (a, b, c). If a, b, c, d are 4 elements conjugate in G with (a), 
(b), (c), (d) D groups then from (a, b, c) we have [a-lb, u-k] = 1 and from 
(a, b, d) we have [a-lb, a-ld] = 1. Co nsequently 1 = [a-lb, (a-4)-l(a-ld)] = 
[a-lb, c-ld]. Hence in G* any two elements a-lb and c-Id commute and are 
involutions where a - b and c - d. Hence in G* the group H* = 
((a-lb)g; g E G*) is a normal elementary abelian 2-group. But clearly G* = 
H* + H*a + H*a-l. Hence if H is the inverse image of H’C in G, we have 
G 3 H r> K 2 1 as asserted in the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. (1) Let U = U,(3) be a subgroup of G and let W = (w> 
be a further D-group of G such that W commutes with exactly one D group 
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;4 = (a) of the 28 D-groups in U. Then replacing w by w-1 if necessary, 
w N Xi if and only if a N xi fog the 27 remaining D groups (xi> of U, Here 
H = (w, U> has a normal subgroup K = ((a-1w)h; h E H) such that 
H/K E U, and K is a 3-group. (2) If R = (r> is a D-group of G which 
commutes with more than one Dgroup of U, but not with all of U, then R commutes 
with the four D group of an SL,(3) contained in U and S = (I, U> modulo 
its center is U,(3). The center of S is at most the Schur multiplier of U,(3), 
which is Z,, x Z, . 
Proof. Let W = (w) be a D-group of G which commutes with exactly 
one of the 28 D-groups contained in U = O-a(3). Let the notation be chosen 
so that [W, A] = 1 where A = (a) = (x1) as given above in Table 1. The 
~<w, a, x,), i = 2 ,..., 28 is in every case a group of type 3.2, whereas if (xi , xi) 
is an SL,(3) not containing (a) then (w, xi , xj) is of type 3.3 or 3.5. If we 
replace w by w-r if necessary so that w N X, = b, we find that the only 
consistent possibility is that w N xi for i = 2,..., 28, since other choices 
make one of the groups (w, xi , m,) of type 3.4 which then collapses. Here U 
may be taken as defined by 3.5 with a =: x, , b = xq , c = x5. If to the 
relations w N xi , i = 2,..., 28 in H = (w, U> we adjoin the further relation 
2~’ = a then H becomes U, so that H/K s U where the kernel K = 
<(a-lw)h, h E H). 
If E E AK then by 3.6, E centralizes some FE U n D. As (E, F) = 
(A, F) mod K, we must have A = F, Mie have shown A commutes with AK. 
Thus as K is transitive on AK, (AK) and therefore [A, K] is an abelian 
3-group. Set M = ]IIEEU,-,n [E, K]. M is normal in K and U permutes 
c’ r\ D, so G = (K, U> normalizes M. We have shown [E, K] is a 3-group 
for each E E U n D, so M is a 3-group. It remains to show M = K. But as 
[A, K] < M, A and therefore G/M centralizes K/M. Thus G/M = 
(K/M) x (U/M), so as G = (D), K = M. 
Now consider the second case in which R = (Y) commutes with at least 
two of the 28 D groups (xi>, (5) of U. Since U represented by conjugation 
on the 28 D groups is doubly transitive, we may replace Y if necessary by 
U-~YU with u E U chosen so that (u-lxiu) = (a) and (u-lx+) = (b). With 
this choice R commutes with the 4 groups (a), (b), (a-lba), (b-lab). Since 
U = (a, 6, c), if R were also to commute with (c) then we would have 
(R, U) = 1. This we have ruled out, and now replacing r by r-l if necessary 
so that Y N c, the group S = (r, U) = (Y, a, b, c) satisfies the following 
relations: 
a3 = b3 = ~3 = y3 = 1 3 
bab = aba, cat = aca, cbc = bcb, 
c-la-l&c-l = a-lbac-la-lba c-lb-l&-l = b-la&-lb-l&, 
ra = ar, rb = br, rcr = crc. 
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In S let us take the subgroup T = \/r, a, a-lba-lb, b~b-~a~-~c-~ub). The 
first three generators of T centralize a, while the last transforms a into a-l. 
Thus T normalizes A. By coset enumeration we find [S : T] = 280. Since 
we can exhibit generators of U4(3) satisfying the above relations, this must 
be the representation of U,(3) by conjugation on the 280 D groups contained 
in it. Hence this representation of S is faithful except for a center. An extended 
coset enumeration of S on cosets of U,(3) was carried out by John Cannon 
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories. This showed that [S : Lra(3)] = 19,440, 
whereas [U&3) : 21,(3)] = 540. Hence S contains a center of order 36, 
which must be the Schur multiplier Z,? x 2, as determined by John Lindsey. 
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section D is a collection of subgroups A of G with j A 1 = 3, 
D = DG, G = (D) and for il, 23 E D, (A, B) is isomorphic to 2, x 2, , 
S&(3), or A, . 
LEMMA 4.1. (1) D is locally conjugate in G. 
(2) if S is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G then (S n D) is abeliun. 
(3) if GD is transitive then j G : G’ 1 < 3. 
(4) if G is solvable then G is a (2, 3}-group. 
Proof. (1) follows from Sylow’s theorem. Let S be a Sylow 3-group of G. 
If  A, B E S n D then (A, B) ,< S is a 3-group so [A, B] = 1 by hypothesis. 
Thus (S n D) is abelian. Assume GD is transitive. We may assume G’ = 1, 
so G = (D) = (AC) = 14 has order 3. 
Finally assume (4) is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. Let M 
be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then M is a p-group for some prime p. 
Minimality of G implies G/iV is a (2, 3}-group, sop > 3. If  M is in the center 
of G then G = M x O,(G) with D C O,(G). But this is impossible as 
G = (D). So M is not centralized by D. Thus if A E D, there exists B E AM, 
B # A, and p divides \(A, B)I. But by hypothesis all two generator D-sub- 
groups of G are (2, 3}-groups. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let M = O,(G), H = <A, B) s SL,(3) and G = HM. 
Then M = [M, A][M, B], [M, B] is transitive on A’and 1 Al 1 = 1 [M, Al/Z 1 
where Z = [M, A] n [M, B]. 
Proof. I f  C E DA then (A, B, C) is a triangle and 3.2 implies A is conjugate 
to C under [B, Y], where X = (A, B, C), Y = O,(X). Thus [M, B] is 
transitive on Al. [A, Y]” < [A, Y][B, Y], so [M, AIB < [M, A][% B]. 
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Therefore N = [ICI, A][M, B] a G. A centralizes iVJ/N, so N = M. By 4.1, 
[M, A] is abelian so 2 < Z(G). Thus we may assume 2 = 1. Set m == j Al- I. 
A appears in m blocks <A, Ej, E E BI, so there are a total of ma blocks. Thus 
m2~/HG~~(G:H~=~~Z~~~[~,A])2~m2. Thus m=I[M,A]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume O,,,(G) = 1. Then G contains a unique minimal 
normal subgroup H, H is simple, G < Aut(H) and G/H is solvable of width one. 
Proof. Let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G. H = nb, Hi , where 
the Hi are simple and permuted by G. Let (a) = A E D. G permutes the H, 
transitively so if n > 1 we can assume a has a cycle (H, , H2 , HJ. Letp > 3 
be a prime and PI # 1 a Sylow p-subgroup of HI . Let P2 = PIa, P3 = P2” 
and P = P,P,P, . Then (AP) is a solvable D-subgroup of G of order 
divisible by p, contradicting 4.1. 
Thus H is simple. Claim G/H has width one. For if not choose A, B E D 
with [A, B] = 1 and A $ B mod H. Then A is not conjugate to B in 
i-4, B, H), so by 2.1.3, H = H n c,H, A) centralizes H n (H, B) = H, 
a contradiction. 
Let K = C,(H). K is isomorphic to a subgroup of G/H. As G/H has width 
one, with 3.7 it suffices to show G/H $ Us(3). But if so choose A, B, and C 
in D with (A, B, C)H = G. By 3.5, U = (A, B, C> g Ua(3). IVow arguing 
as in 3.8, H is a 3-group, contradicting O,(G) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let P = O,(G), Q = O,(G), and A ED. Then 
(1) AQCW,. 
(2) if A E C mod P then C E V,, . If also there exists a triangle (A, B, C) 
then C E AP. 
Proof. Suppose BE A*, B # ,4. Suffice to show there is no triangle 
(A, B, C). But if such a triangle exists set X = (A, B, C). Let A = (a), 
B = (b) with a N 6. Then ab-1 E Q since A z B mod Q, but ab-l 4 O,(X) 
by 3.2. 
Next suppose A E C mod P. I f  B E ,4, then (A, B) EZ (C, B) mod P, 
so as O,((A, B)) = 1, B E AC. Thus C E Ii, . Let (A, B, C) be a triangle. 
Then by 4.2, C E AP. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let M = O,(G) and G = HM where H is a D-subgroup 
isomorphic to U,(3). Let 2 =- Z(G), (a} = A E H n D, and m = 1 AM I. 
ThenZ<[A,M]andjM/Zj =m3. 
Proof. Let H = (Ai: 1 < i < 3), A = A,, and set Z,, = [A, M] n [A,, M]. 
As H is doubly transitive on H n D, Z,, = [E, M] n [F, M] for all distinct 
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EandFin Hr\D. By4.1, [A,M] is abelian so G = (D) centralizes 2, . 
Thus we can assume Z, = 1. 
Let N = n%, [M, AJ. By 4.2, [M, AilAj < [M, AJ[M, A,], so N is 
normalized by G = (Ai, M). G/N has width one, so M = N. NOW 4.2 
implies m = 1 [A, M] j, so 1 M / < m3. As Z,, = 1, M is abelian. Let u be the 
involution in (A, A,), v  the involution in (A,, A3j. We may assume [u,v] = 1. 
M = C,W(~) x [M, U] and by 3.2 and 4.2, C,(u) = C,(A) n C,(A,) and 
[M, U] = [M, A][M, A,]. Thus C,(u) n C,(v) = Z, and as Lr has one class 
of involutions, j C,,,(u)/Z I3 = j ICI/Z ) = j C,,,(u)/Z j m2. Therefore 1 M/Z I = 
m3, and as 1 M 1 < m3, Z = 1. That is Z = Z, < [iz, M]. 
5. EXAMPLES 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. Let V be a 2m dimensional symplectic space over GF(3) 
with non-degenerate skew symmetric bilinear form ( , ). For u E V# the trans- 
vection u* determined by u is the map 
u*: (x) -+ (x + (x, u)u) 
considered as a projective transformation of V. Let D = {(u*>: II E V#} and 
G = (D). 
G is the 2m dimensional projective symplectic group SP,,(~) over GF(3). 
LEMMA 5.2. Asumme Hypothesis 5.1. Let A = (a*) and B = (b*) lie in D 
with [A, B] # 1. Set L = (D, n DB). Then 
(I) (A, B) g SL,(3) or A, . 
(2) L/Z(L) s Sp2+-2 for m > 1. 
Proof. Let cc*) = C E D. Then [A, C] = 1 if and only if (a, c) = 0. 
So ( , ) restricted to <a, b) is a nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear form 
and therefore (A, B) is the 2 dimensional symplectic or projective symplectic 
group over GF(3). This yields (1). Similarly L acts as a symplectic group on 
(a, b)l yielding (2). 
HYPOTHESIS 5.3. Let V be a n dimensional unitary space over GF(9) with 
nondegenerate semibilinear form ( , ). For a nonzero vector u let u* be the 
transvection determined by u considered as a projective transformation of V. 
Let D = {u*: u E V, (u, u) = 0}, and G = (D). 
G is the n dimensional projective special unitary group U,(3). 
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LEMMA 5.4. Assume Hypothesis 5.3. Let A = (a*) and B =- jb*) lie in D 
with [A, B] # I. Set L = (DA n DB). Then 
(1) (A, B) s SL,(3) or A,. 
(2) L/Z(L) s U,-,(3). 
(3) G contains a unique class of D-subgroups KG with K/Z(K) r U,_,(3). 
Proof. The proofs of (I ) and (2) are as in 5.2. Assume K is a D-subgroup 
of G with K/Z(K) G U,-,(3). As [a*, c*] = 1 if and only if (a, c) = 0, 
tu : (u*> E K n D) is a nonsingular hyperplane of V preserved by K. As G 
is transitive on such hyperplanes, (3) follows. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.5. Let V be a n + 1 dimensional unitary space over GF(4) 
with nondegenerate semibilinear form ( , ). For nonsingular u E V let u* be the 
group generated by the projective transformation 
on V, where 01 is a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(4). Set D = 
{u*: (u, u) = I> and G = (D). 
G is the projective general unitary group PGU,-,(2). 1 PGU,(2): U,(2)) = 3 
if n is divisible by 3, while the two groups are equal otherwise. 
LEMMA 5.6. Assume Hypothesis 5.5. Let a*, b* E D with [a*, b*] # 1. 
Set H = CD,,) andL = (D,, n D,,*). Then 
(1) (a*, b*) z SL,(3) OY A,. 
(2) Hz GU,(2). 
(3) L/O,(L) g PGU+,(2) for n >- 4. O,(L) has order 2(2n-3) and is not 
in the center of L. 
(4) H contains a unique class of D-subgroups satisfying the properties 
of L in (3). 
Proof. The proof of (1) is as in 5.2 or 5.4. D,, = {c*: c E (a>‘). This 
implies (2). Let U = (a, b)l, W = (a + b). Then L acts as PGU,+,(2) on 
U/W. For c* EL n D, (a + b + c)* is congruent to c* modulo O,(L) and 
((a + b + c)*, c*) z SL,(3). Thus O,(L) is not the center of L and by 
induction on n has order 2cznm3). 
Assume K is a D-subgroup of H satisfying the properties of L. Then 
arguing as in 5.4, K is determined by a singular hyperplane in (a)‘. As H 
is transitive on such hyperplanes, 5.6.4 follows. 
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6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For the remainder of this paper G is a counter example of minimal order to 
the main theorem. Let (a} = ,4 E D. 
LEMMA 6.1. G’ is simple. 
Proof. Let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Claim H = G’. For if 
not 1 G : H j > 3, so (A, H) = K is a proper D-subgroup of G satisfying 
the hypothesis of the main theorem, and by minimality of G, K is a known 
group. As K has a normal subgroup H of index 3, K g PGU,,(2), n > 1. 
4.3 implies G < aut(Us,(2)) and G/H h as width one. Thus K is not normal 
in G. But PGLrsi,,(2) is normal in aut( Eai,,(2)). [5]. 
LEMMA 6.2. .9(D) is connected. 
Proof. Assume not. Let di, 1 < i < n be the components of .9(D). Let 
(xi)EAiwitha=x,anda ~xifori>l.LetQ={Ai}.IfGo#lthen 
by 6.1, Go = G’, and by 4.1, 1 G : G’ 1 = 3, so Q has order 3. But as A acts 
nontrivially on 8, Q must have order greater than 3. Thus G acts faithfully 
on Sz. 
Let b = x2 and B = (6). 3.7 implies G has width greater than one, so let 
{c) = C E D, . Then (A, B, C) is a triangle so by 3.2, u == (K%)~ is an 
involution. Let e = xi, i > 2, let E = (e), and let X = (A4, B, E). I f  X 
is of type 3.3 then u E Z(X), so that u centralizes E and therefore fixes A, . 
Thus as G is faithful on Q, Section 3 implies X z U,(3) for some E. 
1 D n X 1 = 28. Claim every A ED intersects X nontrivially. For if 
FE D - X then by 3.6, D, n X is nonempty. 
Finally by 3.6 and 3.8, either a-% is in the kernel of Y == (X, C) in its 
action on the components of 9(Y n D), or 9(Y n D) is connected. In either 
event the last paragraph yields a contradiction. 
4.1 says D is locally conjugate in G, so we may apply 6.2 and 2.3 to obtain 
the maximal set of imprimitivity 01 of GD containing A. Set H = (D,) and 
M = O,(H). By 2.3, His transitive on Da*, so either His solvable or H/M 
satisfies the hypothesis of the main theorem and, by minimality of G, is known. 
2.5 and 3.2 imply: 
LEMMA 6.3. G is rank 3 on OLD. 
LEMMA 6.4. G is faithful on aG. 
Proof. G’ is simple by 6.1. 
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Following the notation of D. Higman, let n = 1 aG 1, k = ) D, /, I = 1 A, 1, 
h = / D, n D,3 / for /3 E D, , and p = ( D, n D, / for y  E 13, . [4] implies that: 
LEMMA 6.5. 2 = k(k - h - 1)/p and either 
(I) k=landp=(h+ 1)/2=k/2,or 
(2) d2 = (h - PL)~ + 4(k -CL) is a square and d divides 2k + (A - p)(k + I). 
LEMMA 6.6. 01 = {A). 
Proof. Claim (a) is abelian. For if not let (6) = B E 01 with a N b. 
A and B centralize D, so <A, B) = Y centralizes D, . Thus by 2.4, 
C,(Y) L a u Da*, and therefore maximality of 01 implies Y n D C 0~. Let 
C E y  E A, and X =: (A, B, C). I f  X s U,(3) then X is primitive on X n D, 
a contradiction. So X is as in 3.3. Thus C = A$ for some 2-element x, and 
letting y  = ab-I, Cv = Axy = -Px E YZ _C y, Thus yZ = y. As this holds 
for all y  E A, , x: is in the kernel of the action of G on OIL, contradicting 6.4. 
Thus (a) is abelian. 
Let B E /3 E D, and assume C E j3, C # B. Then Bl = c-L by the above. 
If  M # H then as remarked earlier H/M is a known group. By inspection 
H/M is primitive on D,*M/M. Thus B = C mod M, and M # Z(H). 
Let P = O,(H) and Q = O,,,(H). Suppose E E BQ, E + B mod P. Then 
by 4.4, (DE n D,*) s (D, n 0,“) mod P, so as B’- = CL, B z C mod P. 
If  no such E exists then Q/P is centralized by B, so M/P = Z(H/P) and 
clearly B E C mod P. So we may choose C = (c) with bc-l = x E P. 
LetEEyED,nil,,andX=(B,E,C).ThenElnXCyandEx_CElnX, 
so x fixes y. As this holds for all y  E D, n A, and (fi”) < C,(x) is transitive 
on A, by 2.5, x fixes 01~ pointwise, contradicting 6.4. 
7. THE CASE H SOLVABLE 
This section is devoted to proving 
THEOREM 7.1. H is not solvable. 
Thus throughout Section 7 H will be assumed to be solvable. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let C E A, , B ED, n DC. Then D, n D, n D, is empty. 
Proof. As H is solvable, &3(DA) is disconnected. So let Ei E Da be in 
distinct components of 9(DA). D, n DE, n DE, is empty. As GD is rank 3, 
the result follows. 
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Let P = O,(G), BE DA, and m = /\ + 1. 7.2 implies (DA n DB) is 
abelian. Thus by 4.4, H/P has width one. Suppose E E DA r\ D, . Then by 
4.4, E E BP. So m is a power of 3. 
Let F E A,, . By 7.2, (Da n DF) is a subgroup of H of width one, so by 3.7, 
TV = 1 D, n D, 1 is a power of 4. Finally k = m 1 D,P/P 1 = m2e where 
2e > 4. 
By 2.5, (A’-) is transitive on A, , while by 4.1, (Al) is a {2,3)-group. Thus 
I = j A, 1 = 2’3”. But by 6.5, I = k(k - X - 1)/p, so k - h - 1 = m(2e - 1) 
is a power of 3. Thus 2” = 4. Asp is a power of 4 and divides k(k - X - 1) = 
12m2, p = 1 or 4. By 6.5, (p - h)2 + 4(k - p) = d2 is a square, so if p = 1, 
d2 z 5 mod 8, a contradiction. 
Therefore TV = 4 and d = m + 3. Now by 6.5, d divides 
2k + (X - p)(k + I) = -(24)(32) mod(m + 3). 
Soasmisapowerof3,m = 1,3,or9.Asp < k,m # 1. 
Summarizing, 
LEMMA 7.3. k = 4m, h = m - 1, p = 4, and m = 3 OY 9. 
LEMMA 7.4. Hyperbolic lines in @B(D) have order 4. Singular lines have 
order m + 1. 
Proof. Let C E A,., . Then A * C = (A, C) n D has order 4. Let 
BEDA.ThenA*B =(A}uBPhasorderm+ 1. 
LEMMA 7.5. m = 9. 
Proof. If m = 3, then p = h + 2 so a(D) is a symmetric block design 
(e.g. [4]). By 7.4 all lines have order 4. Thus a result of Dembowski and 
Wagner [2] implies L@(D) is projective 3-space over GF(3). Thus G = (D) is 
generated by the elations of aut(g(D)) commuting with the symplectic 
polarity A f-t AL. So G g Sp,(3). 
A unitary triple is a triple (A, B, C) with B E A, and 
CE n A,. 
EEA*B 
LEMMA 7.6. G contains unitary triples. If (A, B, C) is a unitary triple then 
(A, B, ‘3 E U,(3). 
Proof. Let B E A, then 
4W24/3-14 
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so unitary triples exist. Let (A, B, C) be a unitary triple, X = (A, B, C) 
and assume X * U,(3). Let B = (6) with a N b. There exists a triangle 
(A, B, E), so u = (u-%)~ is an involution by 3.2. By 3.3, u is in the center of X. 
As ue(A, B), u centralizes D, f~ D,. Let d = C,(u). Then (D, n DB) u A *B 
is a component of 9(d), so (Ai = U has width two. Thus A contains a 
triangle. But then by 3.2, c’ has width at least three. 
One can now argue as in Section 8 to prove G = (A, B, C, E;, where 
(A, B, C) is a unitary triple. Thus 3.8 implies G z U,(2). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
8. THE CASE M # Z(H) 
LEMMA 8.1. Let P = O,(H). Then M/P = Z(H/P). 
Proqf. Assume not. Let Q = O,,,(H). Then Q/P is not in the center of 
HIP. Let B E D, . There exists C E BQ, C q& B mod P. By 4.4, A ;I; B = 
{A} U BP and A = AA n Bl - (A * B) C D, . Assume 9(DA) is connected. 
ThenthereexistsEEA,andB*E-(B}CA.ButasCEA,,D,n(B*E) -= 
{E}, so / B * E ; = 1 A * B ( = 2. Thus BP = {B} and P = Z(H). Let 
E = A”, B = A”. {A) = A*” A A, so by 2.4, unless AQ* = A*“, (DB) = 
(A, AQ”) centralizes C, implying B E W, and contradicting 6.6. So AQ” = AQ” 
for all Au E A. But now connectivity of G9(DA) yields the equality for all 
Ay E D, . But then AQ” C W, , contradicting 6.6. 
So @DA) is disconnected and therefore H/M g U,(3). Choose B, C, E in 
D, such that X = (B, C, E) covers H/M. Then by 3.5, X s U,(3). Let 
FE A, n BM. Then B = F mod M, so D, I-I X is empty. But this contradicts 
3.6. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.2. 
THEOREM 8.2. M = Z(H). 
Thus for the rest of Section 8 we assume M is not in the center of H. Let 
B~D,andsetm==IB~l. 
LEMMA 8.3. A * B = {A} u B”. 
Proof. As HIM is primitive, 4.4 implies A * B C {A} u BM. By 8.1 and 
4.1, (BM) is abelian, yielding the opposite inclusion. 
Let CE A,, r=D,nD,andL=(r). 
\ 
LEMMA 8.4. Lr is transitive. 
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Proof. We may assume B E r. Considering (DB) g H either H/M= U,(3) 
and r n DB = A is empty, or (A) is nonabelian. 
In the first case r has width one, so the result is easy. In the second case 
assume r = r, + r, is a L invariant partition of r. As (A) is nonabelian 
for each B E r, we can choose Bi , Ci E ri with Bi E A,< . B, = DBl n Cl c B, , 
so C, * B, - {B,} !Z r, . Similarly C, * B, - {C,} C r, . But / C, c B, / = 
m+1>2. 
LEMMA 8.5. LIZ(L) gg H/M s U,(3) OY S&(3). 
Proof. Assume for the moment H/M + U,(3). Then there exists Bi E I’, 
B,ED, . Let Hi = (DB.) and Mi = O,(Hi). Set / = O,(L). If B,“z C B,J 
then as b, * B, = {B,} u’By2 has order greater than two, B, E B:. But then 
B, * B, = BpfL) has order a power of 3 by 4.4, where as j B, * B, / = m + 1, 
m a power of 3, by 8.3. 
It follows that (Mi nL)J/J is not in the center of (Hi n L)J/j, so 8.4, 
Section 5, and minimality of G imply L/J g H/M z U,(3) or S&(3) unless 
H/M z U,(3), L/ J g Sp,(3), and J # Z(L). As DC intersects a singular line 
A * B in at most one point, J n M < Z(M). Thus as U,(3) contains no 
D-subgroup L with L/O,(L) e S@,(3) and O,(L) # Z(L) we have H/M s 
we 
Finally assume H/M g U,(3). As L has width one, if L g U,(3) then 
~=lor4.Nowk=28mandh=m-l.By6.5,d2=(~-~)2+4(li-~). 
Butif~=1,thend2~5mod8,whileif~=4thend2=(m-51)2-(3.72.17). 
But 3 divides m + 51, so 3 divides d and therefore 9 divides (m + 51)2 - d2 = 
3 . 72 . 17. 
LEMMA 8.6. A * C = (A, C) n D has order 4. If H/M gg U,(3) then 
m = 9. 
Proof. Let B E r and assume n > 4. Then the line A OL C determined by 
A and C in .@(DB) is as claimed. But A * C C A 01 C, while clearly 
(A, C) n D C A * C. So assume H/M g U,(3). Let 2 = Z((A-‘-)). 2 acts 
semiregularly on A 6 C - {A}. So if 1 A * C 1 = 4 then 1 2 j = 3. If 
1 A * C 1 # 4 then A * C = DB n D, for B, E E r, and N,(A * C)A*C acts 
as subgroup of aut( U,(3)) on 28 letters. But by 4.5, 2 is elementary abelian 
while an elementary abelian normal subgroup of U,(3) acting semiregularly 
on A t C - {A} has order at most 3. Thus 1 2 I = 3. 
Now 27m2 = I = I(Al): (Al) n No(C)1 = / MA I = 3m2 by4.6. There- 
fore, m = 9. Finally, (I A * C / - 1) = I N(,,)(A * C)l = 3, so hyperbolic 
lines have order four. 
LEMMA 8.7. If H/M g S&(3) then m = 3. If H/M g U,,(3) then m = 9. 
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Proof. With 8.6 we can assume n > 4. Then singular lines in I, G H/M 
have order 3 and 9, respectively. Thus 8.3 yields the result. 
LEMMA 8.8. H/M z U,(3). 
Proof. I f  not H/M z Sip,(3). Then p = h + 2 so a(D) is a symmetric 
block design. By 8.6 and 8.7 all lines have order 4. Thus the characterization 
of Dembowski and Wagner says g(D) is projective (n + I)-space over GF(3). 
As G is generated by the set of elations of g(D) commuting with the sym- 
plectic polarity ,4 tf  A’, G g Sp,,,(3). 
Recall a unitary triple is a triple (A, B, C) with B E A, and 
LEMMA 8.9. G contains unitary triples. If  (A, B, C) is a unitary triple then 
(A, B, C> = G(3). 
Proof. W’e can choose a unitary triple (R, S, T) inL. Let X = (R, S, Tj. 
Then X s 1Ya(3). I f  H/M s Us(3) th en we can count both the number of 
unitary triples and the number of such triples centralizing some E E D. The 
two numbers are equal so all triples generate Ua(3)‘s. I f  H/M= U,(3), 
n > 4 and (A, B, C) is a unitary triple, then choose E E D, n D, . I f  E E DC 
set E = F; if E E iz, let E *F be a singular line in D, n D, . C centralizes 
a unique point in E *F by 8.5, which we set equal to F. Then (A, B, C} < 
(DF) and thus is isomorphic to a subgroup of H/M g U,(3). As all unitary 
triples in U,(3) generate Ua(3)‘s we are done. 
Let (A, F, C) be a unitary triple centralizing B. Set J == <D, n IY. 
LEMMA 8. IO. J/Z(J) g LT+,(3). 
Proof, I f  n =: 3, (A, F, C = :D, n DE) and J = (E * B) for suitable 
E. If  n = 4, J has width one and a counting argument shows [ J n D 1 = 28, 
so J s U,(3) by 4.2. Finally if n > 4 then arguing as in 8.4, J is transitive 
on Jn D and for BE Jn D, (DB n J)/O,((D, n J)) g U,-,(3). So 
minimality of G implies J/Z(J) s U,-,(3). 
LEMMA 8.11. Let 6’ = r u FL and K = (O}. Then K s SU,,,(3) and 
D = 0 u AK. 
Proof. Claim tP = 0. Clearly L normalizes 0 so it suffices to show F 
normalizes t?. Let E E I’ n A, . Then (E, F) E SL,(3) so EF C E u FE C 0. 
So rF C 19. Using the fact that 8. I I is true in U,+,(3), one can check that 
L = J (u @I * &$ 
A? 
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where 2 is the set of lines in L - J. Thus it suffices to show X n D C 8, 
where X = (B, , B, , F). But if (B, , F, B,) is unitary, 8.9 implies X r U,(3) 
so X n D = (B, * B,) u F@l.Bt), and if (B, , F, B,) is a triangle, 3.2 yields 
the same equality. 
So Be = f?. A $0 so K # G. (DB n 0) = (DB n r, F), so Y/O,(Y) g 
c’,-,(3). Therefore minimality of G implies K/Z(K) g U.:,+,(3). L centralizes 
iz and F E d, , so r = 6’ n D, . So arguing as above 8 u AK is selfnormalizing. 
If G = (0 u 14K) then D = 0 u AK, and if not minimality of G implies 
puAKI =qDi.Sot9uAK=D. 
Let 2 = Z(K). 2 centralizes 0, so as K is transitive on D -. 0, Z does not 
fix A. NOW I SU,+i(3)l/ SU,(3)i = 1 AK 1 = 1 K : N,(A)1 and LZjZ g 
SU,(3), so 1 Z 1 = (n + 1,4). So considering the covering group of U,(3), 
we get K s SU,(3). 
Let G = U,+,(3). By 8.11 and 5.4 there exists a permutation isomorphism 
T of KD and i?“. T defines an isomorphism S of g(K r\ DF) and g(R n Dp). 
Let B E D, - H and B ED with (N,(B))T = N,(B) and extend S to an 
isomorphism of 9(DF) and 9(DF) by setting B’S = BrT for r E (K n DF). 
Then with K and D, in the roles of “H” and “Y” in 2.6, that lemma and 8.11 
imply g(D) s 9(D). As G is g enerated by the set of elations of g(D) 
commuting with the polarity A f-) Al, we have G z U,+,(3). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.2. 
9. THE CASE M = Z(H) 
LEMMA 9.1. Let CE A,, r=D,nDD,,andL=(I?.ThenH/M~ 
PGU,(2) andL is as in 5.6. 
Proof. Let B E I’, A = D, n r, K = {A). If H/M is isomorphic to Sp,(3), 
U,(3) or PGU,(2) with n > 6, then KA is transitive of width greater than 
one. Suppose r = I’, + r, is a L invariant partition of r with B E r, . Then 
transitivity of KA and 2.1 imply A C I’, . But choosing C E A we also get 
D, n r C r, , impossible as K has width greater than one. So Lr is transitive. 
Then Section 5 and minimality of G imply KO,(L)/O,(L) z PGU,-,(2) 
and L/O,(L) s PGU,-,(2). Further O,(K) has order 2(2n-3) and is contained 
in O..,,(L), so O,(L) has order 2(2n-1), and L is as in 5.6. 
So assume n < 6. First let H/M g S’,(3) s U,(2). Then KG SL,(3). 
So if Lr is transitive, then g(r) is disconnected by minimality of G. But L 
has width two so if Lr is transitive L contains a triangle and thus by 3.2 must 
have width at least 3. So Lr is not transitive and thus L/Z(L) s A, x A, . 
As L < H, 5.6 implies O,(L) h as order 32 and thus L is as in 5.6. 
Next let H/M s U,(2). Then K is the central product of two copies of 
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SL,(3). If Lr is not transitive then L is the central product of three copies of 
SL,(3). But then k = 176, /\ = 40, and p = 12. But by 6.5, 
(A - p)” + 4(k - p) = 25 . 32 . 5 
is a square. Thus Lr is transitive, but as KA is not transitive, g(r) is dis- 
connected. One can now check that L is as in 5.6. 
If H/M s U,(3), then K g U,(3), so minimality of G implies Lr is not 
transitive and thus L g U,(3) x U,(3). But U,(3) contains no such D- 
subgroup. If H/M= U,(3) th en K z SL,(3). Arguing as above L/Z(L) s 
A, x A,. So k = 280, A = 28 and p = 8. But (p-A>” + 4(k - p) = 
24 . 32 . 13 is not a square. Finally, if H/M z U,(3) then d is empty, so 
p = 1 or 4. But k = 28 and A = 0, so neither value of p makes (p - h)2 + 
4(k - p) a square. 
LEMMA 9.2. A * C = (A, C> r~ D has order 4. 
Proof. A hyperbolic line in a(D,.,) has this form. 
LEMMA 9.3. H s GU,(2). A = M. 
Proof. AM acts semiregularly on A * C - {A}, so by 9.2, AM = A. 
BM < (DB n D,)MjM so A < H. Thus A = M. If n is not divisible by 3 
then the multiplier of U,(2) has order prime to 3, so H s Z, x U,(2) s 
GU,(2). If n = 3m, then H/M has a normal subgroup of index three. Thus 
as / H : H’ 1 < 3 by 4.1, M < H’. As 32 does not divide the order of the 
multiplier of U,(2), we have H g GU,(2). 
Now 9.1, 9.3, 5.6 and 2.6 imply 9(D) g 9(D) where D C G = PGU,+,(2). 
Thus as G is generated by the set of elations of g(D) commuting with the 
polarity A tf Al, G g G. 
This final contradiction completes the proof of the main theorem. 
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